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Gore speaks about local issues
Speech at Gonzaga focuses on education, farming
Brian NolleteJr.
R'fX"UT

Al Gore also focused on the big choices
voters face and o utlined his vision for a
"'sma ll er, smarter government that serves

On Monday October 23, Vice President
Al Gore made a brief stop in Spokane to
speak at Gonzaga University.
One of the many issues Gore discussed
was getting college students from Eastern
Washington to vote in the coming election.
"Every vote counts, I will enact a ten
thousand dollar tax credit for middle class
families so they can help their child[ren) go
to co llege. I propose creating incentives
fo r new teachers [w ho] go to work in
higher need areas. I propose a teacher protection act so teachers can discipline out of
control students without fear of a lawsuit
or threats of physical harm. I propose creattng smaller classroom size[s], adding

people better, but offers real change and
gives more choices to our families."
To expand prosperity for all families,
Gore would build on his record to reduce
the size of government, pay down the national debt, cut taxes for middle-class families and invest in health care, education, a

more teachers and re-energizing the crum-

Improvement Act.
On the environment, Gore states "'None

bling schoo l buildings - giving students
better interaction with teachers, a safe
building to learn in and dramatically improving education in a quick energized
matter that wi ll launch the U.S.A. back to
the top in the wo rld 's education arena."
According to the official Gore website,
Gore wo uld raise educationa l standards for
eve ry child by creati ng smaller, more disciplined classrooms w ith highly qualified
teachers. He wo uld promote choices for
every family with expanded pre-schools ,
more charter schools and tax-deductible
college tuition. Vice President Al Gore outlined new steps to help states and school
districts provide high quality education for
all students, including students with disabilities.
"I have a fundamental commitmentthe very first proposal I made as a candidate for president-to bring revolutionary
improvements to public educat ion. To invest more. To demand more. And to treat
teachers like the professionals they are,"
said Gore.

clean environment and a secure retirement.

Al Gore has outlined an important
agenda for people with disabilities, focusing on access to employment and health
care to assure people with disabilities can
fulfill their potential. He launched a new
Disability-to-Work Initiative, o utlined
steps he would take to expand opportunities, and highlighted the Work Incentives

of our children should have to worry
whether the water they drink is pure or the
air they breathe is clean," Gore said. "We
have proven, once and for all, that pollution does not have to be the price of prosperity. If Congress ever passes a measure
that would unacceptably undermine our
environment or weaken critical public health
protections , I will veto it."
On the subject of rural voters and farming, "A merica's farmers and ranchers are

.A. Vice President Gore speaks on a broad range of issues.
The crunch time campaig ning that is occurring only emphasizes the importance of
the opinions of the voters in Washington
State. With the opportunity for the democratic party to regain a maj ority in the house,
the opport unity to renew the ho ld o n the
White House and possibly the oppo rtunity to shape the next U.S. Supreme Court
majority, Gore emphasized the need for

hurting badly and need help now. But to
get beyond the crises that seem to threaten
our farmers every year - and to stop relying

vote rs to vote a straight Democratic ticket,
placing their suppo rt behind one party and
telling the elected officia ls that vote rs are
firml y behind a unified party.

See the Opinion section for

a related article

Collins Family
Dentistry

on emergency assistance year after year - we

need to permanently address the shortcomings of the Freedom to Farm Act. As president, I'll fix the safety net that protects
farm income, and push to expand markets
and improve prices. And I'll lead the fight

••-r

to ensure that economic concentration in

agribusiness does not threaten the wellbeing of America's consumers and family
farmers alike."
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Book exchange helps students save $
John Lichorobiec
OnlmeEditor

An ASEWU plan that was in the works since
last_ winter now appears to be reality. The long
ant1c1pated book exchange in now up and runrung.
. The idea for the book exchange is the brainch ild of ASE\XTU President Bree Holsing, Tony
Cunis and Chad McDonald.
Students who are interested in exchanging or
selling their books to other students can log on
to http://www.skipclass.com and put their text·

To exchange books on-line:
1.Visit www.skipclass.com and
select either "buy'' or "sell" under the
icon "Book Exchange"
2. Select 'Washington" on map,
and the "Eastern Washington University."
3. To sell, post necessary information and wait to be contacted by email.
4.To buy a book, search for it and
contact the owner by e-mail.
5. After contact has been made,
establish a time and place to meet
and exchange.

book information into the database for other
students who are looking for textbooks to buy.
If the student finds a book they want, they are
given an e-mail address of the person selling the
book and the transaction can then be made between the two parties.
"It's imperative for students to put their
books online to create a market," said Holsing,
"students need 10 take the initiative to create the
market."
Six computer terminals will be available on
the lower level of the PUB, near the bookstore
for students to access the website for a shon
time prior to, and during Eascem's book buyback,
so students can input their textbook information, as well.
Holsing anticipates a list of books being used
during winter quarter to be available by November 15, which will give students ample time to
make exchanges or sell books to other students
prior to the start of winter quaner.
"If you want to send a message to the bookstore that book prices are too high, go to
skipclass.com and hit the bookstore where it
hurts," said Holsing.
The bookstore is taking a wait-and-see approach on the book exchange.
"We do what we can to buy as many used
books from students and wholesalers to help
lower costs for students," said Patty Ambrosi,
Textbook Manager for the EWU bookstore.

A Josie Tracy and ASEWU President Bree Holsing.
It should be noted that the bookstore on
campus does give students a 10 percent discount
on all textbooks over $50.
"If textbooks were a profit making situation, everyone would be selling them," said
Ambrosi.
No one is sure at this time what impact the

FREE

YOU DESERVE A HEALTH PLAN THAT CARES
ABOUT MORE THAN JUST YOUR HEAL TH

book exchange will have on the bookstore.
"Students have to do the shopping and do
what's best for them," said Ambrosi.
The ASE WU is launching an advertising campaign around campus starting next week to help
promote awareness of the book exchange to
students at an estimated cost of $250.

ANALYSIS

WHAT'S THE BEST WAY
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RETIREMENT PLAN MONEY?

What do you call a health plan that not only focuses on the
quality of your health , but also on the quality of your life?
Many of your coworkers call it Group Health .

CALL A.G. EDWARDS TODAY FOR A FREE
PERSONALIZED ANALYSIS.

At Group Health , patients can count on having a choice of
many of the best and brightest doctors. With treatment
approaches that are among the best in the world . We also
believe that doctors and patients should work together when
making decisions about health care . For these reasons and
more, Group Health is continually ranked among the nation's
most respected health plans .
If this is the kind of health care experience you want, call
800-448-4140 or contact your benefits office today.
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School of social work changes grading
Penny Wickenburg
Rcpo,u.,..

Instructors were jittery and highly stressed and students
expressed lots of apprehension this past week in Senior
Hall as the School of Social Work underwent an onsite
,ccreditation evaluation. If that sound like serious business1 it is.
W h en I checked out various universities offering degrees in social work I looked for those that were "accredited." Beyo n d that, the word had minimal meaning for
me. I h ad found that the School of Social Work at Eastern Washi n gto n University produced some awesome professiona ls and was looked at as a first rate school in the
field. That was even more valuable to me than accreditation.
This week, I took the opportunity to follow the process of evaluation a little and came up with more respect
for the meaning behind the word accreditation and the
faculty who have had to meet the challenge of the process.
Eastern Washington University is divided into six colleges. The School of Social Work is one of these colleges.
Both the masters and baccalaureate programs of a(Credned schools are evaluated on an eight-year cycle for reaffirmation of their accreditation.
A commission of the Counsel on Social Work Educa11011 [CSWE] sets the accreditation standards for the
School of Social Work. The rationale for standard1zat1on
,>f university level professional programs 1n social work
is twofold. First, it ensures adequate training of profess10nals entering the field. Second, it creates a uniformity
that a llows students to transfer from one program to
another with little disruption to their education and trainrng that might occur if programs were significantly different. In other words, it allows everyone to be on the
same page.
Acco r ding to Dr. Michael Frumkin, the director of the
School of Social Work, "90 percent of what is taught in
accredited programs is shared by ,II universities." The 10
percent differe n ce makes one program unique compared
to all the others.
At Eas t ern, this unique focus is on having students
acquire the k n owledge base and skills to practice as professionals in communities with few resources, such ,s
rural and small urban centers, while still being capable

of functioning regionally and in larger metropolitan areas.
The School of Social Work at Eastern underwent a
two-year self-study in preparation for this past week's
onsite evaluation. Following the guidelines of the commission, published in their "Handbook of Accreditation Standards'' which sets the minimum requirements
that a soci,l work program must have to receive accreditation, the faculty in the school of social work prepared
three copious volumes subsequently sent to the CSWE
commission prior to their visit. These volumes addressed
se\'en major areas of standards of evaluation, including

program rationale, mission and goa l st ate ~ents , objectives, organization, faculty and stud en t po li cies and curriculum development.
Mirroring one of the strengths pe rs pectives social work
students are taught, Dr. Frum kin sa id , "I view the site
visits by the evaluation teams as an ot h e r lea rning opportunity rather than a threat. I have neve r had a team visit
where it hasn't been a positive exper ien ce .•
Tuesday, October 24, students were give n th e pri vilege
of talking with the evaluation team. T h eir questions were
probing, but comfortab le. The overa ll student response
was positive.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••

CHENEY SPINAL CARE
1853 1ST Street
(across from Excdl Foods)

235-2122
•
•
•

Quality chiropractic treatment for your
back pain, neck pain, and headaches
Friendly hometown atmosphere
Call for free consultation

Dr. l .aur.:11 Bat hur,t
Chiropractor

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • • • ••••••
WEDNESDAY
High Energy Dance Music
Top 40 & Disco Music
$I .SO Big Horn Beers
$4 .00 Big Horn Pitchers
$2.50 Well Drin ks
No Cover Charge • No Dress Code
THURSDAY
Ladies Night
No Cover fo r the Lad les
$2.00 Long Island Ice Tea
$2.00 Dri nk Special for the Ladies
8-1 0pm Happy Hour
$2.00 Well Drin ks
$2.00 Long Island Ice Tea
$2.00 Big Horn Beers
FRIDAY
$2.00 FRIDAYS
$2.00 Cover Charge
$2.00 Big Horn Beers
$2.00 Long Island Ice Teas
$2.00 Well Drinks All Night Long
SATURDAY
Happy Hour 8-1 0pm
$2.00 Big Horn Beers
$2.00 Well Drinks
$2.00 Long Island Ice Tea
Saturday Night MegaMlx
High Energy Dance Music All Nigh t Long
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Drugs affect financial aid for 7,000
Two-year old legislation proves effective
U-WIRE
The U.S. Department of Education announced this
month that almost 7,000 of the nine million students
who applied for federal financial aid this fall have been
barred because of recent convictions on drug-related offenses.
In 1998, the U.S. Congress imposed a restriction block-

RETIREMENT

INS.URANCE

ing students who have recently been convicted of possessing or selling illicit drugs from obtaining federal financial aid. The measure did not go into effect until this
fall, when a new question asking applicants about past
drug convictions was added to federal financial aid appli-

cations.
At the University of Texas, the Office of Student Financial Services rejected six of the 21,000 students who

MUTUAi FUNDS

TRUST SERVICES

TUITION FINANCING

Deferring taxes with
TIAA-CREF can be so
rewarding, you'll wonder
why you didn't do it sooner.
One of the fastest ways to build a retirement nest egg
is through tax-deferred Supplemental Retirement
Annuities (SRAs) from TIAA-CREF.

drugs) over and over, that's a sign that their concentration
is not centered around school."
Bur Davis said financia l-aid offices shouldn't serve as
watchdogs for drug usage, adding that not receiving financial aid isn't going ro keep students from using drugs.
"It's self-defeating ro deny someone a chance ro get an
education because of drug usage, because being able ro
attend school is a rehabi litative effort that lers you get on
with your life," Davis said. "This jus t puts it on hold and
ma"kes it harder for a student to go back into the educa-

IT'S EASY TD SAVE MORE THROUGH
THE POWER OFTAX DEFERRAL

tion st r eam."

$102 068

With funds automatica lly deducted from your paycheck,
you can easily build income to supplement your pension
and Sooal Security.
And your contributions to SRAs grow und1m1nished
by taxes until you withdraw the funds.• Add to that
TIAA-C REF's solid history of investment performance,
bolstered by our commitment to keeping expenses low,
and you have more money working for you.

Davis added rhar t h ere are many students who did not
apply for financial aid because they were aware of rhe new
policy.
Jim Vick, vice president for student affairs, said it is
hard to tell whether rhe provision will have any effect on
reducing the number of drug violations.
'Tm not comfortable having financial-aid offices being used as part of law enforcement," Vick said."] feel
like the role of financial aid offices is ro help srudenrs and
make education possible for students who can't afford

$67,5 14
Tu«fcmd WYIJlg:I .Ctn tu.et
■ Afier-wsavinss

~~2

7

$3 1,933
$13,052

It.

$11,609

So why wait? Let us help you build a comfortable retirement today with tax-deferred
INV EST AS LITTLE AS
S25 a mon th
SRAs. We think you will find 1t
through an a utomatic
rewarding 1n the years to come.
payroll plan 1

applied for financial aid rhis fall because of the new past
drug conviction question, said Don Davis, OSFS associate
director.
Students may be suspended from one year of aid eligibility for their first drug possession conviction, two years
for a second conviction and indefinitely for a third. Students can become eligible for aid by completing a drug
rehabilitation program.
Alicia Terry, spokeswoman for Texas Guaranteed Student Loan Corporation, which administers certain federal
financial aid loans, said rhe new provision is a step in the
right direction in reducing drug activity.
"Students who may be tempted in involving themselves
in drugs may think twice before getting involved in anything illegal if they know there is a consequence that will
affect their future," Terry said.
Kris Purcell, chairman of College Republicans of Texas,
said students should not receive financial aid if they are
drug users.
"If we are giving taxpayers' money ro help these students with school, they should steer clear of drugs," Purcell
said. "They are being given rhe money so that they can go
ro a good school, but for peop le who get caught (using

IOYEARS

20YEARS

)()YEARS

In 1hi1 hypot:lyocaJ e1.amplc, $CUing aside- S 100 a month in a
uu-dekrrcd investment with an 84' mum in a 28'At tu
brac.Ut SOO'Ns bcner groo.t,1.h than the 5amc net amount pw
info• savings account. Total rc1urn1 and principaJ value of

Reduce, Reuse,

invcs1mcnts will nuctu1tc, and yield may vary. The chart
above is prcst-nted for illustn.1ive p...-p05CS only illld docs nol
rdlee1 .:tu.al performance. or prcd.ic1 fott.u"C results. of any

• Note: Under federal tax law, withdraw~, pnor to age 59½ may be
subject to restncoons, and to a 10% add,Mnal iax.

Ii

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it'"

TIAA-CREF account. or rcfkct c:Apc:mes.

1.8 0 0 . 842.2776
www.tiaa-cref.org

mo,e complete ,nforma11on on our secunties products. please call 1 800.842 2733, ext. 5509, to request prospectuses. Read them caref<l<
vest 1 You may be able to rnvest up to the IRS max,mum of S10. 500 per year. To rece,ve a personahzed rakulanon of your
fully before~ ~lion cail TIAA-CREF al 1 800 842-2776. • TIAA-CREF Individual and lnstituoonal 'ieMces, Inc distnbutes the CREF and TIAA
maximum con nble a,v;u,tJes , Teachers Perwnal Jnvestoo Services, Inc. distnbutes the Personal Annuities vanabie annuty component, mutual
Real Es~e~:~ savings ag,eemeots. • TIAA and TIAA-CREF LJfe Insurance Co., Ne,, Yori:, NY, issue imurance and annui!Jes. • TIAA-CREF Trust
funds a FSB prov, des trust services · , Investment products are not FDIC insured, may lose value and are not bank guaranteed.
Company,
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Council works for tax-free books, tech grant
Joel Peterson
Rcpo,rcr

Big things are expected to happen at
Eastern in the near future, including taxfree books, a matching technology grant,
and childcare improvement.
"Currently, ASEWU members are
working until the waking hours of the
morning to put these plans into action,"
said Shane Hart, ASE WU council member and liaison to the Washington Student Lobby.
"The biggest things on the upcoming agenda are tax-free books and a
matching technology grant," said Hart.
Besides these issues, there is also a

push to have Cheney Hall renovated, o r
possibly even to construct an entirely new
building. The ASEWU council is also trying to get more funding for college diversity research and childcare services.
These happenings could cause big
changes at Eastern, but first they must
make it to the Student Legislative Agenda.
If the tax-free book plan plan becomes
a reality, students would not have to pay
taxes on books and materials while attending college. Hart hopes that the
money that is saved from this would then
go into a state grant for students coming
from medium-income families. All in all ,
it seems to be a win / win situation for
everybody.

Fair and square.

The other large issue, a matching technology grant, would help fund upgrades
in technology at Eastern. Every year, students pay a technology fee when they come
to school. For every dollar the students
pay, the Washington state government will
match that in the hope of improving our
school. This means better computers, current software, and more services available
to everyone attending EWU.
Some of the plans that were successfu l
on la st year's agenda were providing
childcare on camp us and waiving tuition
for military students. By accomplishing
this, military students have their tuition
waived, and students with children now
have facilities for their kids whi le they are

in school. Hart hopes to have some of
the same success this year.
One of the keys to th_is success is cooperating and workrng with the sc hool administration.

"By piggybacking the stude nt agenda
and administrative agenda, it is easier to

get some of the issues through the state
congress," said Hart.
EWU President Stephe n J o rdan has
also been a tremendous help in this, supporting the student council and taking on
the task of making the campus safer for
st udents , Hart said.
Because of these efforts, mo re emergency phones and b lu e light stations
should be available in t he future .

1

As if there werent

enough reasons already.

~--------------- .,
The Apple Power Mac Cube bundled with an Apple Display gives
you a tightly integrated desktop system offering supercomputer
performance with educational pricing.
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The Apple PowerBook delivers uncompromising performance in
a stunning package, is the portable computer of choice for creative
professionals, and is available with educational pricing.

Computer Sales Program
University Bookstore • 520 PUB • Cheney WA 99004
{509) 359-4228 I Fax {509) 359-2410
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God Sakes Man!
Steve Barry

is still crap. It ca n't really be made any

News&Juor

better or worse.

"God sakes man!" I exclaimed as I
handed over my card. "I've never paid so
much for- rubber chicken in my life. You
should be ashamed to work here. Do you
hear me? Ashamed!"
I'll never forget that day. The day I paid
about seven bucks for a dinner special, a
drink, and a light dessert. Oh, wait-that
happens every day, doesn't it?
We're all starving college students, and
we should.n 't have to get wrapped around
the axle about how much the food at
Baldy's costs. And man, that stuff is expensive.

Now, I would like to make it very
clear from the get-go that I'm not trying to sound like a spoiled little college
punk. I am trying to sound like a broke
little college punk, which is exactly what
I am.
I have no money. None of my friends
have any money. My friends called their
friends who called their friends, and none
of those people have any money. Does this
mean that I know a whole lot of poor
people? No. It means that (generally speaking, rich kids) college students are broke as
a burger stand owner in India.
So why should the food cost so
much? It would be fairly understandable if it weren't Food Services of
America product, but it is. Well-prepared, well-packaged, kindly-served crap

Besides, most students don 't eat at
Baldy 's because they enjoy the food. They
eat there because all they have to do is swipe
their pretty little Eagle Card and deal with
the bill later. It's so easy to just swipe away
your money that some students run out
with a month left in the quarter. It can even
become an addiction.
"Go ahead," it whispers. "Swipe me. You
know you want to."
"No! I don't need you, Eagle Card!"
"Yes, you do. You ' re thirsty. Go grab
something to drink. It's free/"
"No! Get out of my head!"
Brrrrr! That thing is freaky, and it
shouldn't be. What makes it so freaky is
the amount of money being spent during
each swipe.
(Yes, it is true that there are students
who leave every quarter with almost $200
dollars on their accounts, even after transferring the maximum allowable amount to
the bookstore, but that's a select group of
students commonly known as "The Ones
Who Don't Eat." For the sake of this argument, we're not going to talk about "The
Ones Who Don ' t Eat.")
I'm not going to pretend to know where
the profit made from Baldy's goes, but I' m
prett.y sure it's quite a bit of profit.
For example, take the cost of one carbonated soft drink from EWU's main beverage supplier, Pepsi-Cola. One 20 oz.
bottle costs the university $.50 per unit.
Here's what bakes my noodle about the

CL"~')! 11\1 ,t-tE ~AL WO~b
'/01.J \,J\LL CoW\'tM,rft.y

£.V"Lu" n~:~

YovR..
fE~roRt,.\ ~N(.£ !
ot.J

sofa change and pocket lint
price they're being sold to us at: it's $1.00
in a vending machine, but only $ 1.25 at
Baldy's. What a deal!
Hello! There's a bit of a mark up
there. If people find out about a similar
mark up for the biscuits and gravy, there
may be just a few angry students on campus.

The student body, especially those living on -campus, should have less expensive food available to them . If that's not
possible, it would at least be nice to know
why not and where the money goes.
In the meantime, pace yourself with that
card, and remember not to blame the
swiper. It's not their fault.
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Bush and Gore are the same person
Oklahoma State U. student comments on social apathy among politicians
disaster for America's future. Major changes need to
occur from both the govU-WIRE) STILLWATER, Okla.
ernment and the pe o ple.
Don 't believe the hype. or its source-Al We need leaders to take
Gore. In his marked transformation from co ntrol.
debate one to three, he attempted to prove
FDR's New Deal and
that he and George W. Bush are different. JFK 's proposed civil rights
They are not. They are the same person.
legislati o n were acts o f true
This is what troubles me the most about leadership. They didn't give
our curre n t political system-there isrela- a damn whether or not they
tively no difference between the two politi- would offend sw ing vo ters .
cal parties. Can you imagine any major leg- Their efforts were to imislative action sweeping into the Oval Of- prove parts of our soc iety,
iice
ro
be
which were
signed by eiseverely
ther one of
unfortu- • Al Gore and wife Tipper.
these middleFDR's New Deal and JFK's
nate or opo f- the-road
pressed.
proposed civil rights legislachameleons?
"Gush" and "Bore" would ties will conform to their desires . This is
tion were acts of true leaderwhat political science professors like to call
The days of
spend too mu ch rime test
ship. They didn 't give a damn
re vo luti onary
ing the popular reaction in "buyi ng a vote."
As if this wasn ' r bad enough, both ca nlegislative or
whether or not they would
polls before the y co uld
executive acpropose any major changes. didates don ' t have the guts to sta nd for anyoffend swing voters. Their
tion are behind
The problems with thing of substance. This is because of polls
efforts were to improve parts
u s.
Dubya and Pin occ hi o are and our MTV-CNN cu lture in which any
of our society, which were
You
may
not due to them. The se are statement m o re than 30 seconds is overly
counter, "but
larger issues , which are af- time-consuming. Forget that the Middle
severely unfortunate or
nothing
is
flicting our soc iety. Two East is about to expl o de int o war and midoppressed. "Gush" and "Bore"
w r ong with
things are destroying o ur shipmen have been killed in a terrorist atwould spend too much time
tack. Kelly and I have to go get that aweAmerica. Evdemo c ratic sys tem
testing the popular reaction in
money and the ma ss me- some sweater on sale at the Gap which will
erything
1s
be worn by only every other person on camfine."
dia.
polls before they could proThe AmeriI am amazed that any- pus.
pose any major changes.
one without a royal title
While our vapid populace is out seeing
can public is in
can happily support Jun- how much money it can spend on more
afterg l ow due
io r. The n o minatt o n was c rap it d oes n 't need, o ur presidential canto the end of the Cold War and an unprecedented economy. We're smoking the pro- sealed well before the primarie s when Bush didates m o ld themselves into an ambigu verbial cigarette trying to decide whether we had already racked up $420 million in cam- ous persona. They become mirror images
should cuddle or just fall as leep . And fall paign funds . Did M cCa in or Ke yes o r of each other because they a re trying ro ap peal t o the same middle of the road group
asleep we will , because our society is in Sneezy or Sleepy have a cha nce? o.
The Republicans are no t the only ones at of voters. Gore can't open ly supp o rt gay
sham bl es. Our educational system is a joke,
health care and Social Security are in the fault in this . Yes, Gore was exonerated in marriages and abortion rights so as nor to
emergency r oom and we seem to have lo st the campaign sca ndal conce rning ca ll s from o ffend the m o derate voters. Conversely,
our societal so ul at so me point. This bo des the White Hou se and the rally at the Bud- Bu sh ca n ' t ope nly supp o rt in co heren t rich
dhist temple. But do yo u h o nestl y bo ys whose mommie s and daddie s co nbelieve that wtth th e White H o use tinuously bail them o u t of their own
being run like a six-star hotel for blunders.
maj o r d o nors , with Al Gore o n a
There are maj o r iss ues in thi s campa ign
24-h o ur watch of the switchboard, ladies and gentlemen. The next president wi ll
that somewhere the whole demo- decide the fut ure of abortio n rights i n this
cratic system didn't get lost? In a country by who they wi ll place on the Suyear's time th e Lincoln bedroom preme Co urt. Our Social Se curity and h ealth
h as put Heidi Fleiss's operauon to care sys tems will soon be t agged. Gun co nshame . What's the difference really? trol must become a ma1or issue as we're cha lRich person gives money. Ri ch per- lenging J oseph Sta li n for the most c rc auve
son gets enjoyable n,ghr to brag ways to kill our own citizens.
about ro friends later.
\X'herever you stand on these issues, Jnd
Money talks. Don't let anvone I hope you can dc\'iat your attention from
tell you different. On both ,,des, vour cell phone Ion~ enough to form an
the lobbyists with the most money opinion, we mu,t be~,n t, ffer candidates
will determine national policy. Look who have the cour,1ge to make drastic
at the numbers. Depending upon changes. Only by taking money out of the
who is in office determines which process (vis a-,·is c.1mpaign finance reparty receives money. Lobbv,sts form) and ending the stranglehold of the
don't care about the platforms of mass media will we start the process of
rhe parties because they know that nursing our ailing democracv back to
• George W. Bush and wife Laura .
.
if they give enough then the par- health.

Marty Stamps
DazlyO'Cclleg,an
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The Eagle way to kick off a millenium
EWU spies
burn down
Sacramento
State ... orit
is just a
bonfire to
show Eagle
spirit.
►

A window
painting:
Done as a
continuing
tradition
and competitive
team
◄ contest.

_,,.~. . --..-•_If,.•--

1--1/lls__,____, , _____

1

,r President Steve Jordan, his wife Ruthie, and Rick Moreno [College
of Business and Public Administration]

~

-

-

£ J would like to take this moment to give props to Tuba players.

"l
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Pictures from homecoming 2000

A Members of The Easterner staff promote our new website by showing an
unprecidented amout of school spirit, and handing out keychains, cups and T-shirts to
Eagle fans. The Web site will be up and running by november 7, in addition to getting
their Easterner news, students can to join chat rooms, sign up for free e-mail, and win
great prizes.
, Lindy Vance in full Farley-esque regalia, during
m impression of his impression of a promotional
;peaker who "lives in a van, down by the RIVER!"

.£ Amazing Christian Shook sings

"Amazing Grace" as she vies for the
position of Mrs. Eastern 2000.

l" 1999 Mr. and Ms. Eastern, Jim
Shepherd and Devon Hensleigh

l Who said roommates weren't good for anything?
Jan Clark's roommate, Jim Hill backs him up on
1uitar for the blues song he wrote and sang for the
iomecoming pagent.

...

• Eastern fans watch in anticipation as students
prepare to nap each other to the finish in Thursday
night's homecoming bed races.

• Studen~s show their school spirit in Eastern's
homecoming parade as they chear on their home
team Eagles.
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Mr. and Mrs. Eastern chosen
Sarah Olsen
Pffx»ter

Fifteen sparkling smiles took
Showalter's stage in hopes of being honored with a position as one of the six finalists for the 2000 title of Mr. & Mrs.
Eastern. For the full house, d1e night of
October 20, 2000 was a night of various
talents and a glimpse inside each of the
candjdates' personality.
The smooth voice of Cat Country's Big
Cat Daddy Jim Diamond introduced the
Homecoming Candidates: Jamie Myers,
Lindy Vance, Christian Shook, Verlie
Nelson, Lucia Ramos, Renon Losse,
Francesca Salomone, Shaun McHenry,
MonRa Muse, Amber Butler, Samantha
Howard, Eileen Paul, Heather Ruley, Dan
Clark and Erin Wise.
All 15 contestants stood on stage as me
night began with the nerve-racking impromptu questioning. The questions covered a whole spectrum of topics. What
would you add to Eastern? What is you
most embarrassing moment? What you
would you tell a prospective EWU student
to persuade them to attend Eastern in 60
seconds? The contestants had to think
quickly to respond.
Francesca Salomone was asked, 'If you
were a member of the board of trusties, what
would your goal be?' She expressed her wish
be an ambassador between the committee and
the student body. She said she would also
focus on making the campus more residential. Verlie Nelson knew on the spot what
she would do if she won the lottery: She
would put a little away for retirement, party
[a little], travel, donate to the Spokane Hu-

mane Society, and of course, have something named after her on campus.
The contestants then prepared to dazzle
the audience witl1 their talent. Seven of the
candidates performed vocal numbers. Myers
put her own spin on her song with "Brown
Eyed Guy.'' Shook was outstanding in her
performance of "Amazing Grace." Losse sang
with piano accompaniment "Rose." Shaun
McHenry brought a funnier torte in the vocal
atmosphere with Adam Sandlers' "Lunch Lady
Land." Eileen Paul sang "Child of the Father" and "The first words out of my mouth
were claiming Eastern was the best" Dan Clark
sang of his EWU Blues. Erin Wise took our
breath away with her dramatic performance
of "I dreamed a dream" from Les Miserables.
Others took stage in a more unique way.
Lindy Vance was beyond laugh out loud
funny as she portrayed Chris Farley's character, Matt Folie. Verlie Losse used the talent performances to display not only her
talent in persuasive messaging but to express her care and concern for the Spokane
Humane Society. Lucia Ramos danced into
the audiences' heart as she performed a regional Mexican dance. Salomone told the
story of the Sun and the Wind in both her
native tongue, Italian and English. The
room filled with the sound of women's
hearts as MonRa Muse read his poem that
he wrote for his baby daughter. Howard,
who gave a comical presentation "How to
Maintain a Horse" once again lightened the
mood with her black 'sparkled cardboard
horse. "If you did not like my presentation, be thankful I did not sing," she said.
Sadly, Heather Ruley was not able to completely perform her talent, a presentation on
school spirit due to technical difficulties.
The moment of truth finally came. The
judges had to choose based upon preset

"" Devon Hensleigh adorns Dan Clark with the all-important sash

"" Dan Clark and Francesca Salomone as this year's Mr. and Ms. Eastern

criteria who wou ld be named as
finalists, After a 20-minute intermission all return to their seats
and the candidates once again
took me stage.
Before the finalists were named
the E.A.G.L.E. Awards were pre-

"" Verlie Losse, with friend

se nted. Erin Wise won the E ,
for Energy. Renon Losse was
awarded A, for Attitude. G. for
Gallant went to Francesca
Salomone. L. the Legend is
Heather Ruley and the final E.
went to Jamie Myers for Enchanting.
It was time. One by one.Jim
Shepherd and Devon Hensleigh,
the 1999 Mr. & Mrs. Eastern,
awarded the finalists with white
sashes and crowns
haun
McHenry, MonRa Mu e.
Francesca Salomone, Renon
Losse, Dan Clark and Lucia
Ramos, These six fmalists caught
the emotion of Homecoming,
Only the crowns of Mr and
Mrs, Eastern remained As a
crowd of red and white cheered
at the Homecoming football
game against acramento 'tate
they were announced dunng half
time. The new Ir & Mrs. Eastern are now Dan Clark and
Francesca Salomone.
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Small bats to invade
Eastern October 31
They are not blood-sucking, hairy insects from Mars
Yasmeen Abdullah
Rcparrer

The age-old misconception of
bats still haunts the nightmares of
modern day America. This innate fear

has construed bats into being known
as the nocturnal vampires of the
night. By association, people tend to
dislike all bats, some killing them at
random. On October 31, Donna
Hensley and John Buchanan will be

presenting a slide show highlighting
the seldom-recognized qualities of
bats. Titled "The Truth A bout Bars,"
the presentation will be focusing on
the benefits of these nocturnal mammals.
Hensley had 15 years of research
experiencewirh bars and is the Advisor
for the College of Science, Mathematics
and Technology. Recently, she has been
working with the administrators of
Eastern State Hospital at West Medical
Lake. When bats colonized their facilities, they called in Hensley for a consultation. She proposed eviction, instead
of extermination. Even Governor
Locke has turned his attention to
Hensley's research and is following her
projects since bars have taken up residence in the Governor's mansion.
Luckily, Washington has experts
such as Hensley to protect the rights of
bars. Misperceptions by fruit growers
in other countries have brought about
massive, government-sponsored bat
eradication programs. Bats are extremely vulnerable to human persecu-

Pay It Forward: Beauty
and the Beast revisited
Paul Moberly
Rcpmu•
Mix three powerful actors, an obscured fairy
tale, and a sentimentally charged script and you
have, "Pay It Forward,"; Hollywood's latest attempt at feel-good theatrics.
Based on a novel by Catherine Ryan Hyde,
"Pay It Forward," is backed up by three big
names of showbiz, Haley Joel Osment, Helen
Hunt, and Kevin Spacey. The film is about a
sensitive seventh grade boy, Trevor McKinney
[Osment] who undertakes a demanding assignment from his scarred social studies teacher Mr.
Simonet [Spacey]. The task is simple, "Think
of an idea to change the world and put it into
action." Trevor rakes the assignment to heart
and composes his plan to change the world.
"Pay It Forward," is a scheme of doing a big
favor for three people who then, not paying it
back, help three other people; a Reganomics kind
of trickle down good deeds. Good on paper,
however, the application is somewhat flawed.
First, Trevor takes in a homeless heroin addict in an attempt to get him back on his feet.
Trevor's struggling alcoholic mother Arlene
[Hunt], throws rhe man back onto the street,
but not before the man fixes Arlene's beater
truck. Trevor's second endeavor is to fix up his
mother and Mr. Simonet romantically. Saving
his friend from bullies is his third good deed.
Haley Joel Osment seems to play the same role

he did in "Sixth Sense." Now instead of seeing
dead people, he sees the downtrodden and desperate. Again Osment's character is both too sensitive and mature for his age and keeps the same
intense, troubled expression for most of the film.
Also similar is Osment's playing opposite a strong
single mother figure and an overly calm intellectual. Although no one can doubt Haley's acting
abilities are well above par, I hope to see more
variety in the future, to show off this prodigy.
Helen Hunt plays the almost cliche single
mother in a big city: Alcoholic, two low-paying
jobs, and an abusive, estranged husband. Even
though Hunt has a fairly dramatic presence as
an actress, her character is not as well defined as
I'd hoped [but looks good with blue hair]. A
few scenes shine for the Oscar-owning Hunt,
and when combined with the decent theatrical
chemistry between Osment and Spacey, the actress becomes an asset to the film.
Kevin Spacey is a strong and powerful presence. His versatility and emotional control line
Spacey up for a good shot at his third Oscar.
Mr. Simonet's Freddy Krueger-like scars are unnecessary as Spacey portrays controlled internal
torture with an almost effortless genius.
The story, on the .other hand, is not original. First, it seems that no one has heard of
charitable acts. Some of the favors, such as aiding in a burglary [which is a crime in most places]
and giving away a brand new Jaguar are a tad

..6 At least Mom now knows where your hands were.
rion. Due to their bad reputation, their
benefits are frequently overlooked. Seed
dispersal and pollination through
guano is viral to the survival of tropical
rainforests. They are also critically important to forest regeneration.
Hensley perceives bats as loving
creatures with unique personalities.
Buchanan comments that "they're not
the hideous creatures Hollywood
makes them out to be ."
Even in the wild, bats are known
to be shy and gentle with an inquisitive nature. Many of the myths that
surround bats stem from the fact that
they remain alert and don't permit intrusion into their private lives when

far-fetched and ill-placed. Second, the romance
of Simonet [Spacey] and McKinney [Hunt] is
an overlyrrite variation on the 'beauty and the
beast' theme, and overwhelms the movie's redeeming focus.
Mimi Leder, who also directed "Deep Impact"
and "The Peacemaker," brings an unpolished edge
to the film. The 'beauty and beast' theme is paved
over with speedbumps of a reporter tracing the
"Pay It Forward" to its source. Along with Leder's
abrupt and forced plot shockers, the film stretches

scientists attempt to study them.
Hensley and Buchanan will attempt
to preseqt bats without the hideous veil
of mystique that has shrouded them.
After the slide show, you can meet the
bars that they keep as pets . Playfully
referred to as, "The flying circus,"
Swoop [an African F ruir Bat], Bee Bee,
Larry, Cindy, and Corncob (Mexican
Freetail Bats), will all be featured. Classified as tadarida brasilienses, the Mexican
F reerail Bats are covered with short, velvety brown fur and enjoy being held.
T his coming Halloween, if you want
to overcome your fears, you can attend
Hensley's lecture in the Science building, room 137 at noon.

its 1 hour 55 minute running time.
Although good acting and an underplayed
uplifting theme buoys the film, its weighty disruptions and patchwork directing cause "Pay It
Forward" to ride low in the water. Wait for this
one to come to Cheney Cinema. Better yet, use the
same time to help three other people; it costs less
and you get more out of it.
"Pay It Forward " is rated PG-13 for substance abuse, some sexual situations, language,
and brief violence.
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Eastern's Horoscope
Yasmeen Abdullah

enpy.

f-lataapst

Leo (fuly 23-Aug. 22)

Aries (Mar21-Apr20)
Situations for the essentials of your
life will depend on your ability to put together a plan to help you raise funds or
venture capital.
Love: If you want this to be a savvy
week for love, you have to visualize your
way to romantic satisfaction.
Taurus (Apr.21-May 20)
Saturn is back in your sign for this
month, giving you extra luck for all those
old tasks you need to finish up. It will take
some time to get organized, but you'll feel
a relief from personal pressures by next
month.
Love: Patience and diligence are the
name of the game.
Gemini (May21-June21)

Withfriendsandarwork,keepthelines
of communication open even if you become frustrated with people's responses.
Things will progress by late November.
Love: Don 'tlet a sense ofrestlessness
cause you to force asicuation premacurely.
Cancer (fune22-July22)
Examine your opportunities in the
coming week carefully; you may be able to
increase your income by expressing the caring part of yourself.
Love: Any recent turbulence should
temporarily dissolve. This is a time to

appear. Take careful considerations into
the expectations and promises of your
lo=.

Be sure to watch what you're saying. It

appears that you'll have to tread water until Mercury cums direct again.
Love: Try to keep a sense of humor
and look on the bright side of everything.
You could be tempted to blow up a good
relationship.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept.22)
Avoid letting your nerves and stress
get the best of you. If you don't find an
outlet for chaotic conditions, you may suffer some health problems.
Love: You'll start feeling a greaterneed
to look forlove. You'll likely get closer to
your partner than you ha"' recently.

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct.23)
You might experience some delays in
your objectives. Keep going and set even
more expansive goals.
Love: You'._., been busy with everything except love. Now you need to let
those you care about know that you
haven't forgotten them.
October 29 will be a good day to relax,
reflect, think, and make some plans.
Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 22)
Your life may seem as though it is on
hold now. However, you'll ha"' more
opponunirytoearnincomeandberteryour
financial life in less than a week.
Love: Things may not be what they

sus the celebrity that he became. The
desire to view Roethke's corpse as it deteriorates to its bare bones, underneath
Richard Robbins' book of poetry, the posing and preening. He gives us
Famous Persons We Have Known, is a the ability to view the naked poetry afstartlingly honest piece twisting through ter the flesh is gone.
humor, hurt, and lyrical beauty. The
Robbins captures more than the cepoems use textured metaphors woven lebrity and souls in those famous perwith base idioms to crear.e a deep, inr.el- sons that we have known; he mingles
lectual vocabulary. You need to read with nature and human nature. 1n
each poem more than once, slowly, to "Man Burned for Spying," Robbins recabsorb the richness of each line's mean- reates the lick of fire through words,
ing. I admit to lauding older works of such as "before the stinging fire comes
poetry and condemning contemporary the air urged up your shirt and across
ones, but this is one current piece that I your cheek like spiders of release."
recommend highly. I could not find
The most beautiful piece, aptly the
any constructive criticism for it.
last piece, is entitled "Bread." With blaThe book suitably begins with the tant honesty, Robbins portrays human
chance meeting of horror film legend emotion around a friend's impending
Lon Chaney, Jr., otherwise known as death from cancer. "I never cared for
the Wolfman, perusing the aisles of a herche way I thought I did. She left my
supermarket. "Lon Chaney, Jr., at the galaxy, my river with its talking stones,"
Supermarket in Capistrano Beach", echoes to our memories of dying relaportrays Chaney as an aged man "eye- tionships. The glimmer of mortality
ing his eggs for cracks and counting his revealed, Robbins writes that "feeding
milk" The last stanza shows the tran- the hungry is what it's all about" and
sition of old man to celebrity as Chaney "they break us and tear from within as
morphs into Wolfman forthe onlook- if we were bread. They help us turn
ers; in the last sentence, he relaxes. With new into the life we didn't know was
this poem, Robbins effectively weaves already here."
the aftermath of celebrity and the reinRobbins directs the creative writing
vention of identity. in the viewer's program and the Good Thunder Reading Series at Minnesota State Univerminds.
We meet numerous other famous sity. He grew up in California, as evipeople, including Theodore Raethke; denced by his mishap meetings with
Elvis "blessing lambs and pink various celebrities, and Montana. He
Cadillacs;" a mysterious poet laureate; has received various awards from the
and Robbins' past identity, "Dick." 1n Minnesota State Arts Board,
"Raethke on Film," Robbins pours a Hawthornden Castle lnternational Refantasy of Raethke as serious poet ver- treat for Writers, the McKnight Foundation, and the National Endowment

Rachel Roman
Rtporter

Sagittarius (Nov. 23-Dec. 21)
Consider making a refreshing change
111 your surroundings. You'll I= the sense
of renewal it provides.
Love: Influential associations surge in
your direction, while Venus creares very
strong desires for a union that you can't
ignore.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 20)
You need to be especially realistic right
now. You may be slightly o._.,rextended
orrnaymakeplansthatwill be costly in the
long run.
Love: Your l=r may not be contributing their fair share to the relationship.
You may hesitate to confront them about
it right now. Bideyourtime.
Aquarius (fan. 21-Feb.18)
Some of your hopes and dreams could
become quite real soon. You may have to
deal with delays, but the overall picture
looks hopeful at last.
Love: Your partner may be very instrumental in helping you attain your goals.
Give credit where credit is due.

Pisces (Feb. 19-Mar. 20)
You may be ready to expand your
lifestyle and celebrate major accomplishments that relate to education and finances.
Love: Your rnar.e could still have some
details to handle in their own life that
will prevent them from helping you just
now.

Every Friday is
College Night!

Richard Robbins
and the Wolf Man

COMING SOON!

1/2 price COYCr before 11.00 p.m.

® (i) (i) (i) (i)

'lbp 40 Music Dance Club!

CHANCES TO WIN

Only with C o lle g e ID.I

BIG PRIZES
www.easterneronline.com
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Taking Blair Witch up a notch: EWU's true ghost stories
Zan Lanouette

Eascemer-Sup<-rnatural DcpL

Ever felt that eerie sensation of eyes on the back of your neck
even though no one else is around? Have goose bumps surfaced
for no apparent reason other than a persisting creepy feeling?
Ever felt the crushing pressure of dread and anxiousness although
there is no reason or explanation why? Has the temperature
dropped rapidly or the lights flickered unexplainably? If so, you
may have had a close encounter with a ghost. Eastern Washington University sure has.
Many rumors and speculations of ghost and haunting surround our old campus_ Based
on the rumors and legends, the
Student Activities crew has
called in a famous psychic ghost
hunting team on several occasions. Ed and Lorraine Warren
were first asked to investigate
our campus for paranormal activity in 1992 and have since returned in 1996 and 1998. The
next scheduled visit will be November 15. The Warrens have
been involved in disproving
and proving ghosts for close to
50 years now_ Ed is the investigator of the group, bringing in
pictures and tales and deciding
what reported tales are actually
worth investigating_ Lorraine is
the medium of the married
pair. She is blessed with the
sixth sense. Lorraine uses her
powers to discover and warn others of the evil lurking.
Along with the believers of the supernatural, comes the opposite end of the spectrum. Janitor Ken McNall has worked
night shifts in most of the halls and has never had a personal
encounter with a ghost or supernatural entity of any kind. He
doesn't even admit to having the feelings of uneasiness and anxiety that many of the students and staff have reported having
when working at or walking through EWU's campus.
"I've heard that the things [ghosts] are supposed to be there,

but I've never seen or felt anything on either night or day shift.
The low lights and green exit sign glow can be eerie, but I haven't
ever felt uneasiness or that something supernatural is waiting just
around the corner .. ." said Ken of his own experiences.
Ed Warren feels quite the opposite. "The most frightening
part is the wait after the presence of a ghost is established in the
same room as you. When you're by yourself in the
dark ... anticipating. You don't know whether it will throw you
across the room or slash you or perhaps materialize as Casper the
Friendly Ghost. You just don't know."
Whatever the case may be, Eastern Washington University has
its own tales of horror and ghostly encounters.
SENIOR HALL
August 27, 1891: A fire breaks
out in the Cheney Normal Building in the middle of the night. The
terror and panic induced from this
unexpected and massive fire is
impressed upon the nearest building as the emotions and shock are
too much for the burning building to withhold. The aforementioned ethereal energy is tattooed
upon the neighboring woman's
dorm, Senior Hall.
Fall, 1996: The laughter
bounced down the deserted halls
as the Student Council members
entered Senior Hall for a night to
remember. The doors locking
them in behind them, they playfully teased one another to attempt
to mask the heavy feeling of fear
and apprehension that pervaded
their thoughts. The group of representative students were not
on their way to a night class, nor on their way to discuss test
grades with a professor. These brave students were there to stay
overnight in order to determine the validity of the rumors revolving around Senior Hall. The rumors of strange, unexplainable noises, sightings, and sounds that were best summed up as
ghostly.
Home base was established in the second floor lounge and,
after depositing their things, the group began the ghost hunt by
making a round of the entire building in order to get a layout and

attempt to gain control of their situation. Their energy and anticipation was great as they meticulously shut each open door they
came upon_ With the first patrol uneventfully finished, they relaxed at home base until the allotted time passed and it was once
again time to check each floor and room.
All was normal until they reached the first floor. They walked
rapidly down the echoing hall, chattering quietly. Each conversation was soon drowned out, however, by a single warning gasp.
The group turned as one as their widened eyes focused on the
open door, labeled Project Room, in front of them. Not more
than an hour before, the group had firmly and securely shut that
door. It was now eerily open on its hinges, revealing the yawning
black of the room beyond.
With pounding hearts and ragged breathing the group quickly
shut the door and moved on. Other than a few more open doors,
which the ghost busting team handled like professionals, peace
and normality reigned as they returned to the second floor lounge
for another wait. This wait was much longer and serious, as each
imagined the next phenomena waiting for them below_ The students' synchronized watches ticked on until they read the proper
and awaited time. They rose as one entity and hustled out with
baited breath. Their routine checks once again revealed nothing
until they reached the first floor again. Each of the doors they had
so securely shut stood ajar, seemingly mocking their petty attempts at victory over the timeless spirits.
Spooked, but not beaten, the group once again shut the doors
and went back up the stairs to their relative haven_ Seated once
again, they were shocked and startled to hear a downstairs phone
ring. Exchanging fearful glances, they all ran down to pick up the
offensive telephone. They faltered as they saw the open doors,
but were too enticed by the ringing to ponder it for long_
As they reached the open door of the room where the phone
rang, that particular phone stopped. Simultaneously, another ring
started from two doors down. They ran to that room, but were
again fooled as the phone provocatively rang yet again from another two doors down. They were now breathless with both fear
and disbelief as they reached the Project Room and the ringing
stopped. Shaking and nervous, the students waited out the rest
of the hours, nervously anticipating daybreak and escape from
the spooky, undeniably haunted Senior Hall.
Lorraine Warren's visit to Senior Hall shortly afterthe Student
_Council's hair-raising experiences did not go unrewarded_ Her

Please see Paranormal, facing page
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Paranormal: Only one of our cases have been "disproven." From previous page.
sixth sense went into overdrive when the
touring group reached the Project Room.
Mrs. Warren was able to sense extreme
vibes of anxiety, excitement, and stress inside. She felt the negative energy associated
with a past tragedy and showed no surprise when the Student Council came forward with their scary tale of ringing phones
and perpetually open doors. After all, this
was the hall and room in which the spirits
were most concentrated and powerful.
"The thing is, is that the phone is not
really physically ringing in our realm. The
ghosts make you think it is ringing, but it
actually all in your spirit controlled mind,"
said Lorraine Warren as she calmly and
gracefully stepped from the haunted room.

ALPHA PHI'S FRIENDLY GHOST
The Alpha Phi house was originally
built in 1904 and is by far the oldest standing house in C heney. The sorority sisters
of the Alpha Phi house will gladly share
their tale of their ghost. Affectionately referred to as "She," the Alpha Phi ghost is

cenainly no serious troublemaker. The
most active she has become thus far is the
opening o f cupboards in the kitchen late
at night as well as a couple of materializations to various Alpha Phi girls. One night,
one of the girls awoke with a cold feeling
of anxiety. She glanced over at a chair set in
the corner with a coat draped over it and
was startled to see a vision of a woman
standing beside it staring at her. The sorority sister was shaken, but not harmed.
As the Warren tour moved from Senior Hall to the Alpha Phi house, Lorraine
Warren was certain of paranormal presence
the instant she stepped into the front
room of the old Victorian house. The front
room, with the curved windows, has the
strongest negative energy of all the rooms
and Lorraine described the "She" ghost's
appearance to the captivated and spellbound audience. Warren said the never
married ghost was in her late 30s or 40s,
was plain but attractive, and had her brown
hair pinned up modestly. "She" had been
a teacher. Lorraine Warren had no idea of
the University's history of solely being a
teacher's college during the turn of the century and during "She's" time. Fortunately
for the Alpha Phi girls, their ghost fits in
nicely with the Greek life.
THE DREYDEN HALL DEVIL
DOOR

.A The gate of whispers?

had seen the engrained Satan.
Warren walked in and out of the study
space, felt the door, closely inspected the
door and came up with the conclusion:
"Nope. There's nothing here. Nothing at
all."
Stephanie Ennis, student activities director, cleared it up even further with
"Dreyden Devil Door is officially disproved."
These are the proven and unsolved legends, lore, and mysteries of Eastern Washington University, goose bumps and all.
The latest ghost stories of haunting in the
basement of Showalter Hall have yet to be
investigated and so the reporters and editors here at The Easterner are going to do
the dirty work. This Halloween night, we
will be staying overnight in both Showalter
and Senior Halls to see these ghouls and
specters ourselves. Will we survive to report the details in next week's edition? Be
sure to pick up the next issue to read about
our overnight ghost hunting on the
spookiest night of the year.
If our stories of ghosts and goblins
weren't enough to turn your hair white,
attend the lecture given by the Warrens
upon their visit here on November 15.
There, they will share their famous past
cases and sixth sense abilities with those
brave enough to attend. Check out the
Warren's website at www.warrens.net

The door scared every resident who was
forced to live behind it. The grained wood
held the visage of the devil and also had
unexplainable scratches. Students fearfully
complained that their posters would never
stay hung o n the marred door and that it
would never shut properly. After numerous complaints, the devil door, numbered
476, was moved to a study carrel on the
third floor where it was placed devil face in.
Until the Warrens' visit in 1996, it remained
there unused and ignored, feared by all
who had heard the frightful legend and

.A Eastern 's own eeriness,
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Alladin's
Egyptian
Foods
Eugene Purnell III
Rqx»w

Everyone bere at Eastern Washington University has at some
time at the very least passed Aladdin's Egyptian Foods. It is located
in the Pence Union Building [PUB] across from the Thomas Hammer latte stand. It is a wonderful ethnic food stand. I tried a meat
combo falafel. What is a "falafel," you ask? A falafel looks like a
meatball. It is made out of fava beans, garbonza beans, salt, pepper, garlic, and parsley. These ingredients are mixed with water and
fried in oil or baked. One of the main ingredients in a meat combo
falafel is gyro. Gyros are beef and lamb mixed together. The meat
combo falafel is complete when you place the ingredients along with
the gyros on pita bread with salad, sesame seed, hummus [smashed
garbonza beans mixed with salt, pepper, garlic, tahini, and lemon
juice]. He sells other items as well. However, falafels are the main
course. With a meat combo falafel and a soda in hand, I went to
lunch.
It was when I arrived back at his stand that I proceeded with my
interview. The gentleman who owns the shop and does the serving there is named Alaa Eldin Mohammed Aamer. He was born in
Egypt in 1952. He graduated from Cairo University in 1975 with a
degree in sociology. He decided to come to America to obtain his
Master's degree, and
possibly even a doctorate, in sociology at
Gonzaga University.
That was the original plan anyway;
however, he found
himself attending
EWU and majoring
in photography and
graphic communications. He graduated
from EWU with his
two degrees in 1986.
You are probably .A Alaa doing his business
wondering why he wishes to operate a food stand at EWU.
Well, as Alaa put it,"[ have many friends here at E\VU from professors to students. !feel this is part of my life. I do not wish to leave now."
It seems that through some miscommunication Alaa's shop
might have been closed for good. During the Muslim holy month
of Ramadan, Alaa made reservations to travel to Egypt and he told
the director of student activities about his travel plans. Apparently,
Alaa did nor make it very clear to the director when he would leave.
Alaa made reservations to travel to Egypt on either January20 or
March 31, 2000. He told the director of student activities that if the
did not leave in January, he would have his food stand open then
and instead leave in March for his trip.
The director was a bit confused about this issue and assumed
Alaa was not returning to his shop.
When Alaa came back to E\VU this quarter, he was given notice that .1Ction was
taken to conven his shop location mto
another dining area. Aha then requested
the help of his customers among the
students and faculty. A meeting occurred
with SUBOC [Student Union Board of
Control], and a decision was made to
allow him to continue operating his
shop. This is very good news: Alaa has
a very economical pri elist.
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Hopes high tor Eagles runners at Big Skv championships
The Eastern Washington cross country
program is gearing up for the Big Sky Conference Cross Country Championship on Saturday, Oct. 28 at the Agricultural Center in Riverside, Calif. Cal State Northridge is this year's host
of the event. The women's 5,000-meter nm is
scheduled to begin at 9 a.m., followed by the
men's 8,000-meter run at 10 a.m. The Riverside
course is slightly rolling with a few short hills
and dirt trails.
In last year's Big Sky Conference championship meet, Northern Arizona swept both the
men's and women's meets. The Lumberjacks
have won six out of the last eight Big Sky titles.
Last year, the Eastern women placed fifth while
the men placed sixth.
The Big Sky Conference is one of the
n1ost competitive cross country conferences in
the nation, boasting two nationally ranked
squads in Northern Arizona and Weber State.
Northern Arizona is fifth and Weber State
is ranked 15th in the men's rankings, while Weber State's women rank 16th.
"[ t hink we have a chance to place in the
top five on Saturday," said Eastern cross country
coach Dan Hilton. "It should be very competitive (in the men's race)i w ith Northern Arizona

and Weber State both ranked in the Top 15 in the
nation."

The Eagles, ranked sixth in both the men's
and women's preseason Big Sky Conference
rankings, have been highly competitive this season. The men's squad defeated both Boise State
and Idaho in the EWU Invitational on Oct. 14
in Cheney. Leading the way for the Eagle men
this season has been senior Brandon Hauver. A
1997 graduate of East Valley High School near
Yakima, Wash., Hauver finished first in the EWU
Invitational on Oct. I 4 in Cheney. He also ran
well atthe University of Idaho Invitational Sept.
8, where he finished sixth. In last year's Big Sky
championship, Hauver finished 37th.
Senior Matt Kerr has also been Eastern's
top finisher in two meets. A 1996 graduate of
Kennewick High School in Kennewick, Wash.,
Kerr finished 28th at the Big Cross Invitational
in Pasco, Wash., Sept. 30. He was sixth at the
Washington State University Invitational in Pullman, Wash ., on Sept. 16. Kerr was Eastern's top
nmner in last year's Big Sky championship meet
as he finished 26th.
Whi le the men have had experience on
their side, the women have been going through
a youth movement. Injuries and illnesses have

slowed t he Eagle women this season.
Sophomore Sarah Becker and freshman
Shavonne Johnson have been Eastern's most
consistent nrnners this season. Becker, a 1999
graduate of Selah High School in Selah, Wash .,
finished eighth at the EWU Invitational Oct. 14
in Cheney, her best finish this season. She also
finished eighth at the Washington State University Invitational Sept. 16.
Johnson, a 2000 graduate of Meadowdale
High School in Edmonds, Wash., turned in her
best finish at the Washington State University
Invitational Sept. 16, finishing ninth. At the
EWU Invitational Oct. 14 in Cheney, she finished 10th.
Hilton said that his team has solid depth,
particularly on the men's side. He said that his
goal for both teams is to finish in the top five,
something that has never happened before at
Eastern.
The NCAA Regional Championships are
scheduled to rake place Nov. 13 in Fresno, Calif.
home of Fresno State University. The top qualifiers at the regional championships then go on
to the NCAA Championships on Nov. 20 in
Ames, Iowa, home of Iowa State University.

A. Eagle runner Amber Johnson.
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Eastern drops two more en Big
Sky play, to face Northern Ariwna and
Cal. State Northridge After a tough
week against Big Sky rivals Idaho State
and Weber State, Eastern Washington
University's women's soccer team
dropped to 7-9 heading into the
ho mestretch of the season. Regardless of what happens the remainder
of the year, Eastern will finish with
its best record in school history.
The Eagles must w in their final two games and get some help
from other conference teams to qualify
for the four-team Big Sky Conference
Tournament. The Eagles are currently
1-4.
Eastern will end its h ome
schedule this Friday whe n they take
on Northern Arizona (5-12 overall, 32 BSC) .
Eastern is 1-1 all-time agai nst
the Lumberjacks. With the playoffs all
but out of reach, the Eagles look to
play spoiler against Northern Arizona.
Friday's game will also be the last
home game for a trio of sen io rs Tracy Wilcoxen, Katie Bowers and Keri
Nichols. Bowers and Wilcoxen were
members of the inaugural Eastern
team in 1998.
Eastern will end the season on
the road when they play at Cal StateNorthridge (4-5-5 overall, 0-1-2 BSC).
The Eagles are 1-1 against the
Matadors with their only win coming
in 1998 when the Eagles won 1-0 in
overtime at Northridge.
Eagle head coach George
Hageage said, "These are the last two

conference games, and we are focused
on ending at .500 for the season. Both
games will be physical. We need to play
to the feet more and be more composed when possessing the ball. If we
win the 50/S0's and play to the feet we
can generate scoring opportunities.
Hopefully the ball will bounce our way
this t ime around."

Eastern drops two at home to
fall to 1-4 in Big Sky: The Eagles fell to
1-4 in the Big Sky following losses to
Idaho State and Weber State last week.
Eastern first fell 3-0 to the only undefeated team left in the Big Sky, Idaho
State. The Eagles added to their league
leading penalties with 20 in the game.
Following the shutout, the
Eagles scored first in their match
against Weber State. Eastern scored
only 7:29 into the game on a shot by
senior Katie Bowers. The Wildcats answered back with a shot from Eleshia
Miltenberger only four minutes later.
After the intermission Bowers tallied
her second goal of the game with a
shot that got by Wildcat goaltender
Meagan Thunell, Keri Nichols had the
assist. But Weber State's Natalie
Hensley answered back with two goals
to fini sh out the game 3-2. The loss
dropped the Eagles to 7-9 overall and
1-4 in the Big Sky. Goalkeeper Katie
Grothkopp had 13 saves in the week
to give her 127 on the year, eight shy
of the season record of 135.
I !ageage said of Easte rn 's
matches against Idaho State and We-

See: Soccer, page 19
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Eagles stung bv last second kick

After scoring on their last three drives of the game Eastern's defense relented two last minute scores, one a winning field goal

Bnan Srmrh!Eastemer

.A. Cornerbacks Alvin Tolliver (left) and Ole Olesen feel the reality of the last second loss on Saturday.
A f re r
three heartbreaking
losses, Sacramento State
gives Eagles a
taste of narEASTERN WASHINGTON row defeat

T h

I\,

CAL STATE NORTHRIDGE
SA1
/IV '.<15Ptv<
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team that invented the
heart-breaking
loss gave a lesson Saturday afternoon.
Spoiling a record-breaking day
for Eastern Washington University
seniors Greg Belzer and Jeff Allen,

BIG SKY CONFERENCE
1. Montana
2. Portland St.
3. Weber St.
4. Idaho St.

4-0
3-1
4-2
3-2

6-1
6-1
5-3
4-2

Sacramento State's Jimmy Sanchez
made a 23-yard field goal with no time
remaining to give the Hornets a 25-22
Big Sky Conference victory over the
Eagles Saturday at Woodward Stadium in Cheney, Wash.
Although scoring was scarce
early, Eastern scored on its final three
possessions of the game while the
Hornets scored on their last two. Eastern rallied from a 15-9 deficit in the
second half, but came up short as Sacramento State recorded its first win in
nine tries against Eastern.
The win lifted Sacramento State
to 5-3 for the season and 3-3 in the
5. EWU
6. Cal St. Sac
7. Northern Ariz
8. Cal St. North
9. Montana St.

3-2

3-3
1-4
2-4
0-4

Big Sky Conference, ,vhile 25th-ranked
Eastern fell to 4-4 and 3-2. Sacramento
State's three conference losses were by
a combined 18 points, including heartbreaking losses to Montana, Portland
State and Idaho State. Eastern had
picked up its last two conference wins
by a margin of just nine points, including an win in three overtimes
against Weber State.
Belzer and Allen led an Eagle
defense that held All-American running back Charles Roberts to just 90
rushing yards on 22 carries. Belz.er finished with a game-high 16 tackles, giving him 350 in his career to pass Jason

4-4
5-3
2-5
3-5
0-6
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rushed three times for 43 more yards.
Eastern quarterback Fred
Salanoa completed just one of his first
eight passes, and finished l 1-of-27 for
157 yards and two interceptions.
Julian Williams added 13 tackles for the Eagles, and David Alcala
chipped in nine with a forced fumble,
a pass broken up, I i/2 sacks and three
total tackles for loss.
Eastern plays at Cal State
North ridge Saturday, while the Hornets play a non-conference game versus UC-Davis.

7~7 -1
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Bnan Smrth/Eastemer

.A. Lamoni Brightful readies 10
catch one of the few kicks the
Hornets sent his way

ARTISTIC TRAVEL

BICYCLE TIME!
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l Bdrm, 2 Bath - $760-$785, 3 adults okay.
2 Bdrm, 2 Bath - $525.

Marsh (341 from 1991-93} for
Eastern's career record. Allen had a
sack, giving him 27 i/2 in his career to
break the previous school record of
27 set by Frank Staudenraus from
1982-85.
However, the Eagle defense
couldn't stop Hornet quarterback
Ricky Ray as he completed 17-of-24
passes for 236 yards. Scon Towne was
his favorite receiver with four catches
for 91 yards, including a 43-yard reception on the first play of Sacramento
State's game-winning drive.
Each team scored 10 points in
the fourth quarter, with the fireworks
starting with a 70-yard catch and run
for a touchdown by Eagle Lamont
Brightful. It was the 20th play (pass,
rush or return} of Brightful's career
of 43 yards or more as Eastern took a
I 9-15 lead with 14:04 left in the game.
The Hornets responded with a
seven-minute, 13-play, 72-yard scoring
drive that included 36 yards on the
ground and 36 through the air. Ray's
I-yard run helped Sacramento State
regain a 22-19 lead it lost less than four
minutes later when the Eagles scored
again.
Eastern's Troy Griggs equaled
the school record he tied last week
against Boise State with his third field
goal, a 32-yarder with 3:09 left. His
boot capped an eight-play, 43-yardscoring drive for the Eagles that was fueled by a 33-yard run by Jesse Chatman.
However, the Hornets shattered Eastern's overtime hopes by using up the remainder of the time remaining. Sacramento State marched 63
yards on seven plays, capped by
Sanchez's field goal.
Chatman rushed 15 times for
112 yards, giving him his secondstraight 100 yard-performance and
10th in 17 career games. Brightful
caught two passes for 74 yards and

·
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Eagles look tor big win over tirst place Hornets
The Big Sky's top team will invade Reese Court Saturday
Eastern Washington continues to lead the
Big Sky Conference in hitting percentage with
.248. The Eagles are fourrh in kill numbers in
the conference even though they have only played
35 games, the second lowest number in the conference. Junior Robyn Sonju-Felder leads the
conference in individual hitting percentage with
.390. She has been atop the BSC for most of the
season.
The Eagles host two more home matches
th.is week before leaving on their last road trip of

Bnan Smith/Eastemer

.A. Freshman seller Jessie Wright digs
one-of-many balls in Eastern 's last win
the regular season. Idaho State comes to Cheney
on Thursday and Sacramento State visits on
Saturday, October 28 . The Sac State match is a
critical one for the Eagles who would like to
knock the Hornets out of first place in the Big
Sky and move up in the standings themselve!i.
Idaho State starts on ly one senior and has
struggled all season for consistency. They are 3-9
in the Big Sky Conference and 7-16 overall. The
Eagles are looking to avenge an earlier season
upset by the Bengals in which they hit a dismal
.160 as a team, their third lowest percentage all

season. In that match, the Eagles were led by
senior Angie Hall with 10 kills and 13 digs. ISU
out-blocked the Eagles with 11 teams blocks
that match.
The Eagles also fell to Sac State on the
road earlier in the season on Sept. 28 as they were
outscored by only six points in that 1-3 match .
Angie I !all had a career high 25 kills and 25 digs
in the match at Sac State. Four Eagles were in
double figures in kills and three in digs. Sac State
dominated the net with 16 team blocks; Tasman
Dweyer being responsible for seven of the Hornet total. Both matches begin at 7 p.m. Pacific
ume.
The Eagles swept a pair of non-conference matches at home last week and climbed to
fourth place in the Big Sky. On Tuesday, the
Eagles hosted "crosstown" rivals Gonzaga and
won 15-5, 15-10, 15-12. Jennifer Gabel led the
offense with 12 kills and both Janelle Ruen and
Angie Hall had double figures in kills and digs.
Gabel hit an incredible .706 in the match and
three other Eagles were over .300. On Friday, the
Eagles hosted University of Portland. In their
shorrest match of the year, 50 minutes, the Eagles
took care of the Pilots 15-2, 15-6, 15-0. Hall and
Ruen again led the Eagles with 14 kills, 2 service
aces, 3 blocks, and 9 digs between them .
Three Eagles hit over .400 in the match.
Eastern showed their hitting prowess over the
week by hitting a team .404 and .371 in the two
matches.
Junior Robyn Son ju-Felder leads the Big
Sky Conference in hitting percentage with .390.
In 34 games, she has 120 kills and 24 errors in
246 total attempts. She is also 8th in the conference in blocks with 39 total.
Senior Angie Hall led the Eagles to a pair
of non-conference ,·ictories this week. In two
matches (six games), she hit .231 and .600, had
19 kills, 4 aces, 14 digs and three blocks.

Acful!es1 Heal- -

.A. Eastern junior Robyn Sonju-Felder has dominated 1he compelition so far this season
with a conference best .390 hi11111g percentage.
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Join. us in. weCcoming
Ka.te Sc.firader Shawgo, M. Ed., c.ou.nsefor & autfior of
Touc.fi.ston.es: Little Words of Wisc!om,
on Oc.to6er 28 11-5.

SPORTS SlATE
CRQSS COUNTRY
Saturday, Oct. 28
Conference championships at Northridge
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VOLLEYBALL

Let Ms. Shawgo /ie(p you ma.ster tlie too(s of se(f cfiscovery.
Set up your introclu.ctory session witli lier tocfay.

Buy one Bacon Burger
and get ONE FREE

Visit us!
7031/2 N. Monroe St., Spokane

Limit 1 Free
Llmlt one coupon per customer per order.

509-326-6086
0 en M-f 11-6:30, Sat 11-5

Thursday, Oct. 26
Idaho St. at EWU, 7 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 28
Sacramento St. at EWU, 7
pm.

L

911 I• Sire•~ Cheney
Coupon •IJJlres, Hovember 9, 2000
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FOOTBALL
J

Satruday, Oct. 28
EWU at Cal St. Northridge,
3:05 p.m.
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Soccer:

Future looks bright for building team

From Page: 15

State, "We were in both games last weekend and just didn't get the breaks we needed.
Idaho State is a quality team. They are very orga•
nized in the back, and we matched quality-scoring opportunities with them but couldn't find
the back of the net. The Weber State game was
out of control. We played with determination
and purpose but still had things bounce against
us. I am extremely proud of the way our team
played this weekend. It's just unfortunate we
didn't get a win."
Bowers leads charge in Eastera's loss to

Weber State. Senior Katie Bowers had another
great game against Weber State in a losing effort.
Bowers scored both Eagle goals including her
unassisted shot in the seventh minute of play.
Bowers is now tied for the lead in goals and
points for the Eagles.
Eastern's Developmental team gets second straight win over Gonzaga. Last week the
developmental team won their second straight
game over Gonzaga. Kristen Cox, Tracy
Wilcoxen, Hattie Mesick and Christina Parbs,
who was selected as the player of the game,
scored the goals.

Maggie Mtller/Eas1err.~r

• Eastern 's junior defender Jamie Erickrnn slides to steal possession of the ball

SSIFIBDs
VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNfflES
Girls Freshman Basketball coach needed at Lewis
& Clark High School. Volunteer position. Call Jim
Redman at 455-8622 for more information.

JOB OPPORTUNITIES
FRATERNITIES * SORORITIES
CLUBS * STUDENT GROUPS
Earn $1,000-$2.000 this quarter with the easy
Campusfundraiser.com three hour fundraising event. No
sales required. Fundraising dates are filling quickly. so call
today! Contact Campusfundraiser.com at (888) 923-3238
or visit w,nv.campusf'undraiscr.com.

FOR RENT
Available now, 1 bdrm apt., newly built - $395.
2 bdrm apts., $500 and $525. All with washer
and dryer hook-ups. Large kitchens, cabinets
and closets. Near campus, bus and shopping.
Cheney Real Estate Management at 1827 1st St.
235-5000.

SERVICES
DONNA'S DAY SPA
ANNOUNCES THEIR HOLIDAY SPECIALS ON ACRILYIC NAILS
$15 FOR A NEW SET THRU DECEMBER ONLY
HAVE YOUR HANDS BEAUTIFUL FOR THE HOLDIAY SEASON!
WALK-INS WELCOME 1
Mon.day-Saturday 9-5
Late nights by appointment on Tuesday and Thursday
Please call for an appointment today! 235-8599

$1,000"s WEEKLY!!
Stuff envelopes at home for S2.00 each plus bonuses.
Fff, Pff. Make $800+ weekly guaranteed! Free supplies.
For details, send one stamp to: N-245, PMB 552,
12021 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90025

DANCERS & BEVERAGE SERVERS
Do you need extra money co actualize your dreams of an
education, while scill affording some of rhe luxuries you deserve
If you have "The Right Stuff," vou can earn 5300 - 5600 per
week working a minimum of rwo shifcs each ,veek.
\Y/e are now incerviewing for
DANCERS and BEVERAGE SERVERS .n :
StJCC Linc Showgirl
"A rrue genclcn1Jn's club
locaced in Stateline, ld.iho
No exp. Necessary 1 We T rain 11 18 and older.
Call Stare Line Showgirls (208-777-0977)
any cime after 3 pm, seven days ,1 week.
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